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Summary 

 

A controlled archaeological watching brief was undertaken during groundworks for the construction of 

thirty-two apartments on a site at Weirside, Lower Bristol Road, Bath. Groundworks comprised the 

excavation of large boxes to remove subterranean obstructions so that piles could be bored, after 

which pile caps and adjoining ground beams were excavated. 

The works revealed late post-medieval remains comprising of four walls, a brick built inspection 

chamber and cobbled surface beneath extensive made-ground deposits overlying deposits of alluvial 

clay. No significant archaeological remains were revealed. 
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1. INRODUCTION 

1.1 Bristol and West Archaeology (BWA) were commissioned by Iesis Ltd, to undertake a 

controlled archaeological watching brief during groundworks for construction of thirty-two 

apartments on a site at Weirside, Lower Bristol Road, Bath. 

1.2 The controlled archaeological watching brief was undertaken in accordance with a Written 

Scheme of Investigation (BWA 2016) approved by the Local Planning Authority Council 

and followed the Standard and Guidance for an Archaeological Watching Brief (CIfA 

2014) and Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment (MORPHE: The 

Project Managers’ Guide (EH 2006). 

1.3 The archaeological monitoring was undertaken between the 17th and 27th of October 2016 

by R.K. Ducker who also compiled this report. 

1.4 The project archive will be deposited with the Roman Baths and Pump Room Museum and 

will be entered in the Historic Environment Record for BaNES. It has been entered in the 

database of the Online Access to the Index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) as 

bristola3-267271 

 

2. SITE LOCATION AND GEOLOGY 

2.1 The site is centred on ST 72780 64736 and is located off Lower Bristol Road on the north 

side of Weirside Court. The development forms the last stage of the Twerton Mill 

Development.  

2.2 The British Geological Survey 1:50,000 scale map for Bath indicates the underlying strata 

to be Limestone and Mudstone of the Blue Lias Formation. The solid geology is overlain 

by alluvial clay 

 

3. OBJECTIVES AND RECORDING METHODOLOGY 

3.1 The Watching Brief followed the methodology outlined in the Written Scheme of 

Investigation (BWA 2016) and involved monitoring all intrusive groundwork.  

3.2 Archaeological Monitoring of groundworks on the site were initially to focus on the 

excavation of relatively shallow (500mm deep) ground-beams between pile caps which 

would be almost exclusively carried out within a recently laid pile mat or the uppermost 

deposits of demolition rubble/made-ground material. 

3.3 Pilot drilling for the piles revealed a high proportion of the piles (principally on the east 

side of the site) would encounter subterranean obstructions necessitating their removal. 

This work involved the excavation of larger, deeper boxes (up to 2m deep). Monitoring of 

these excavations precluded the need for monitoring of excavation for the ground beams 

which would be undertaken in pile-mat and made-ground material. On the west side of the 

site few obstructions were encountered and the ground level was raised which allowed the 

piles to be formed without excavation and for ground beams to be sited within the pile-mat. 

4. HISTORIC AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

4.1 The Archaeological Officer for BANES has commented that the ‘proposed development 

lies within the riverside corridor area of Twerton. Previous desk-based archaeological 
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assessments of this area (B&NES Historic Environment Record: EBN3164 and EBN2637) 

have suggested that whilst the area appears not to have been occupied or developed until 

the 18th century, there is still some potential for the survival of archaeological deposits, 

with a historic ferry route across the river Avon and mills in the vicinity. Recent 

archaeological evaluation (trial trenching) of the adjacent Twerton Mills site has confirmed 

this, but also revealed extensive disturbance from more recent river and drainage works. 

(Richard Sermon, planning consultation comment). 

4.2 The 1886 (1:500) Ordnance Survey Town Plan depicts a terrace of houses in the north-east 

of the site, several buildings in the south-east, behind an engineering works on Lower 

Bristol Road, and a ‘Sunday School’ on the western boundary. By the time of the 1904 

O.S. further buildings are shown between the engineering works and building terrace. The 

1951 O.S. depicts a ‘Toy Factory’ where the engineering works once stood, a building is 

still depicted in the location of the Sunday School and the building terrace is now described 

as ‘Ruin’. 

 

5. RESULTS 

5.1 The locations for eleven piles and a lift shaft (four further piles) were monitored. Pilot 

drilling for a further seven piles demonstrated soft ground, so no excavations were 

required. See Figure 2 for pile locations.  

5.2 Lift Shaft Piles L1 – L and Pile caps 10 & 11 - a large box excavated to a maximum 

depth of 2m. The uppermost deposit comprised a very mixed backfill of the cut for the 

adjacent standing building truncating demolition/made-ground deposits (100). Beneath the 

made-ground was a wall (103) abutted by extensive, further deposits of demolition rubble 

(102) to the west, and a garden soil (101) to the east. At the base of the box was a reddish 

brown clay of probable alluvial origin (110). 

5.3 Pile cap B3 - excavated to a maximum depth of 1.9m. The uppermost deposit comprised a 

crushed rubble pile-mat which overlay a mixed deposits of made-ground material identical 

to (102). At the base of the excavation was reddish brown alluvial clay (110). 

5.4 Pile caps C5/C6 - excavated to a maximum depth of 2m. The uppermost deposit 

comprised a crushed rubble pile-mat which overlay mixed deposits of made-ground 

material identical to (102). The deposits abutted a brick built inspection chamber and short 

length of N – S oriented limestone and brick wall (105). Wall (105) appeared to butt an 

earlier wall (104) which lay on a slightly different alignment (NNW – SSE), a westerly 

return at its northern end. Reddish brown clay (110) was encountered at the base of the 

excavation. 

5.5 Pile caps D5/D6 - excavated to a maximum depth of 1.8m. The uppermost deposit 

comprised a crushed rubble pile-mat which overlay mixed deposits of made-ground 

material and greyish brown clay (107). Below this lay a dump of stony mid-brown clay 

(108). At the base of the excavation was a dark-brownish grey clay deposit (109), possibly 

an undisturbed natural deposit. 

5.6 Pile-cap D4. Excavated to a depth of 1.9m through identical deposits to Pile-caps D5/D6. 

5.7 Pile cap D3. Excavated to a maximum depth of 1.5m. The uppermost deposit comprised a 

crushed rubble pile-mat up to 700mm thick overlying a surface of tarmac and rubble (111). 

At the base of the box was a reddish brown alluvial clay (110). 
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5.8 Pile cap C3. Excavated to a maximum depth of 1.9m. The uppermost deposit was a 

crushed rubble pile-mat below which was made-ground materials (113) which included 

large cobble stones, but was otherwise identical to (102). Below this was a cobbled surface 

(114) which sat over further mixed made-ground material (102). At the base of the box was 

a reddish brown clay layer (110). 

5.9 Pile cap C4. Excavated to a maximum depth of 1.9m. The uppermost deposit was a 

crushed rubble pile-mat up to 500mm thick overlying mixed deposits of made-ground 

material identical to (102). The tarmac and rubble deposit (111) previously recorded in 

Pile-cap D3, occurred below deposit (102) here and sealed natural reddish brown clay 

(110). 

6. CONCLUSION 

6.1 The watching brief revealed substantial deposits of late post-medieval made ground across 

the site. The walls and cobble surface date from the 19th century and relate to some of the 

buildings depicted on the 1886 O.S. City Plan, while the buried garden soil in the north-

east corner of the site corresponds to gardens depicted on the same plan located behind a 

terrace of dwellings. 

6.2 No significant archaeological remains or artefacts were revealed during the works. 
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8. APPENDIX 1 TABLE OF CONTEXTS 

Table of Contexts 

Context 

Number 

Type Description Length Width Depth Date 

100 Deposit Similar composition to modern pile-

mat material but cut by foundations 

of adjacent building. 

Occurs around lift 

shaft – probably 

same as pile-mat.  

0.4m C21 

101 Deposit Very dark greyish brown/black fine 

sandy, clay and silt soil with frequent 

small – medium limestone rubble 

fragments. Possible garden soil. 

Occurs in lift shaft 

box to east of Wall 

(103) 

c1m - 

102 Deposit Very mixed made-ground deposit, 

limestone (including Oolitic) brick 

and occasional sandstone rubble in a 

very dark greyish brown silt/clay soil 

matrix. 

Pile-cap boxes 

01/02/03 and 9. 

1.5m 

max 

C20 

103 Wall Linear structure, includes some 

roughly squared facing pieces but 

mostly medium - large (average 250 

x 200 x 180mm) limestone rubble. 

Occasional reuse of ashlar blocks and 

bonded with hard grey lime mortar. 

4m+ 0.5m 1m C19 

104 Wall Same materials as Wall (103) of 

which it is probably a part, with 

return to east at south end. 

4m+ 0.5m 1.5m C19 

105 Wall Mixed brick and limestone rubble 

with a dark grey lime mortar bonding 

material. 

1m 0.45m 1m C19 

106 Structure 6 courses of brick bonded with 

cement or grey mortar, recorded in 

section only.   

1m - 0.550m C20 

107 Deposit Greyish brown clay with occasional 

limestone rubble inclusions, made-

ground deposit. 

Pile-cap boxes D4, 5 

& 6 

0.6m - 

108 Deposit Mid-brown clay with frequent small 

– medium, sub rounded – sub angular 

limestone rubble fragments. Made-

ground deposit. 

Pile-cap boxes D4, 5 

& 6 

0.5m - 

109 Deposit Dark grey clay, possibly alluvium. Pile-cap boxes D4, 5 

& 6 

In base. - 

110 Deposit Reddish brown clay  All pile-cap boxes 0.5m - 
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except D4, 5 & 6 

111 Deposit Hard black oily smelling deposit with 

rubble inclusions. Possible tarmac 

surface? 

Pile-cap boxes C4 & 

D3  

0.3-

0.5m 

C20 

112 Wall Same materials as Walls (103) and 

(104), probably part of same 

structure. 

1m 0.5m 1.5m C19 

113 Deposit Same as (102) but includes large 

cobbles the same as those found in 

(114). 

2m  1m 0.3m  

114 Surface Surface of large cobbles (Average 

300 x 150 x 300mm) . 

1.30m as 

exposed 

1m 0.3m C19 
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Figure 1. Location of the site, scale as shown. 
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Approximate location and area of boxes excavated for pile-cap(s) 

 

Location of boxes where excavation was solely within pile-mat deposits 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Areas of archaeological monitoring, Scale 1:50 @ A1. 
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PLATES 

 

Plate 1. Wall (103) as exposed in section of Lift Shaft, looking N. Scale 2m. 

 

 

Plate 2. Wall (104) and partly removed Wall (105) in pile-cap C5/C6 box, looking NNE. Scale 2m. 
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Plate 3. Oolitic limestone box found in pile-cap D5/D6 box, scale 0.5m 

 

 

Plate 4. Pile-cap D3 box as excavated, looking N. Scale 2m. 
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Plate 5. Surface (114) as exposed in pile-cap C3 box, looking S. Scale 1m. 

 

 

Plate 6. Wall 112 in section of pile-cap C4 box, looking N. Scale 2m. 


